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Abstract

DYPSA outcomes and ”Find Peak“ comparison

Boundary estimation from an acoustic room impulse response (RIR),
exploiting known sound propagation behaviour, yields useful information for
various applications: e.g., source separation in reverberation, simultaneous
localisation and mapping, and spatial audio. The baseline method uses
reflection times of arrival (TOAs) to hypothesize reflector ellipses. Here,
we modify the algorithm for 3-D environments and for enhanced noise
robustness: DYPSA is proposed for epoch detection, direction of arrival
(DOA) via MUSIC combined for source localization, and numerical search
adopted for reflector estimation. Both methods, and other variants, are
tested on RIR data measured; the proposed method performs best.
Introduction
I Purpose: to estimate the room geometry knowing its RIRs
I Results are useful for source localization, source separation and surveillance
I In [1] the authors present a new method based on the creation of ellipses to
find the reflector position
I DYPSA [2] is proposed here to improve the robust TOA detection
I MUSIC [3] is exploited to find DOAs for improving the source localization

I The first picture compares DYPSA and “Find Peak” outputs in time
I The second picture shows the spectrogram of the recorded RIR
I In table are reported errors for a given RIR used as ground-truth
Table: Errors (mm (ms)) calculated for the “Find peak” and DYPSA.

Direct sound
1st refl.
2nd refl.
DYPSA 6.8 (0.020) 2.8 (0.008) 148.5 (0.433)
Find peak 10.9 (0.032) 19.6 (0.057) 691.3 (2.000)

Baseline method
MUSIC outcomes and comparison with other algorithms

ä RIRs peaks detected using the ”Find Peak“ algorithm
ä Distances calculated knowing the sound speed and the TOA relative to the
i -th microphone and k -th reflector
ä The sources position are estimated using the ”Least square“ (LS) algorithm
ä Ellipses are generated for each microphone-source couple
ä Finding the line that minimize the gradient of the cost function
PM T ∗
J (l ) = i =1 |l Ci l |
ä Hough transform used to refine the results
Proposed method

I The figure shows the MUSIC beam-pattern and the distance calculated
I The table shows errors from 3 different algorithms averaged over 8 sources
Table: Errors (Deg) calculated using MUSIC, Capon and Bartlett.

MUSIC algorithm Bartlett algorithm Capon algorithm
Errors
1.3
2.6
3.0

ä RIRs peaks detected using DYPSA
ä The sources position are estimated combining the distances and DOAs
estimated through MUSIC
ä Numerical search of the line which minimize the cost function

Space (m)

RMSEs from the different configurations

Surrey Studio-2 RIR Data-set
I Data-set: http://www.cvssp.org/soundzone/resource/Studio2RIR
I 336 RIRs evaluated
I Sphere radius: 1.68m
I Studio-2 dimensions:
6.55×8.78×4.02m
I RT60: 235ms
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I In figure the ellipses generated, the line obtained and a schematic
reproduction of the sphere are reported
I For the RMSE in table, 1950 microphone-source combinations are used and
the results averaged over 10000 trials.
Table: RMSEs (mm) for the simulated configurations.

Baseline [1] Hybrid 1 Hybrid 2 Hybrid 3 Proposed
RMSE
117.0
113.2
67.4
59.9
18.9
Conclusion
I RMSE is calculated considering the floor estimation
I RMSE shows that the combination of DYPSA and MUSIC to estimate the
source position introduces most of improvements
I The proposed method is strong to noise (can be used with real RIRs)
I The proposed method can be applied to 3-D environments
I Further work to apply a full 3-D implementation
I Other RIRs data-set will be tested

